
 I would like to thank everyone for taking the time to join us.

 I will discuss the financial results for the third quarter, our performance forecasts for
the fiscal year ending March 31, 2022, and the status of progress with strategies
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

 First, I will discuss the financial results for the third quarter. Please turn to slide 4.







 Consolidated operating revenue increased ¥20.3 billion year on year, to ¥222.7 billion, 
as a result of a gradual recovery in demand in each business and higher condominium 
sales, despite such factors as the lengthening of the period of the state of emergency 
accompanying the spread of the COVID-19 infection. In May 2020, we transferred a 
51% interest in JR Kyushu Drug Eleven. The cumulative figures for the third quarter of 
the previous fiscal year include ¥12.4 billion in operating revenue from JR Kyushu Drug 
Eleven.

 Due to such factors as the increase in operating revenue and continued cost reduction 
efforts centered on the railway business, operating results improved by ¥21.3 billion 
year on year, resulting in the return to a positive income of ¥2.7 billion.

 As a result, net income attributable to owners of the parent amounted to ¥9.2 billion, 
and EBITDA improved ¥20.9 billion year on year, to ¥22.6 billion.

 Please turn to the next slide.



 This slide shows trends in performance by quarter.

 In the third quarter, each business was firm following the recovery by the lifting of the 
state of emergency at the end of September 2021. As a result, the railway business 
achieved profitability due to continued cost-reduction initiatives. The retail and 
restaurant segment also achieved profitability, thanks to a recovery in demand for 
stores near stations.

 Next, I will explain our full year performance forecasts for the fiscal year ending March 
31, 2022. Please turn to slide 9.









 Although there was an underlying trend of recovery in the third quarter, the re-spread 
of COVID-19 and the implementation of infection prevention and other priority 
measures in each prefecture of Kyushu mid-way through January 2022 caused people 
to refrain from going out or moving around. This has led to a drop in customers, 
particularly in the railway business.

 In light of this change, we have revised our fourth quarter forecasts for non-commuter 
pass revenue in the railway business, for hotel occupancy rates, etc.

 Please turn to the next slide.



 We reviewed revenue forecasts based on our performance in the third quarter and the 
current situation. We also newly recorded potential sales of company properties to a 
private REIT as operating revenue for the real estate business.

 Therefore, we are forecasting a full-year consolidated operating revenue of ¥332.8 
billion, up ¥17.0 billion from our previous forecast, and a consolidated operating 
income of ¥2.7 billion, which is a ¥5.0 billion increase from the previous forecast.

 Please turn to the next slide.



 These are the highlights for the full-year consolidated performance forecasts. We are 
expecting increases for ordinary and net income than previous forecasts due to 
upward revisions to operating income.

 Our dividend forecast remains unchanged from the announcement made on November 
2, 2021.

 Next, I will explain the status of progress with strategies during the COVID-19 
pandemic. Please turn to slide 21.





















 First, I will explain the progress on railway business structural reforms.

 Our goal is to generate stable profits, even if usage does not return to pre-COVID-
19 levels. To that end, we are working to realize fixed-cost reductions of more than
¥14.0 billion during the early part of the next medium-term business plan, which
corresponds to a 10% reduction from operating expenses incurred during the fiscal
year ended March 31, 2020.

 We are reviewing operations from a variety of perspectives, with measures that
include utilizing DX in the form of shift to on-line sales and remote support, as well
as streamlining rolling stock and facilities, and developing human resources with
multiple skills. In regard to the reduction of fixed costs by more than ¥14.0 billion,
we have basically completed the arrangement of the reduction measure details.

 Please turn to the next slide.



 This fiscal year we plan to reduce costs by ¥20.0 billion, principally through urgent
control measures and variable cost reductions implemented with safety as the major
precondition. As of the end of the third quarter, we have steadily reduced costs by
¥14.5 billion.

 Of this amount, reduction due to Business Process Re-Engineering (BPR) totaled
¥2.4 billion. We are promoting efforts to achieve our goal of reducing fixed costs by
¥14.0 billion at an early stage, while also looking into reducing costs beyond this
target.

 In the future, we will endeavor to establish a sustainable transportation network.
This effort includes advancing DX further and introducing new technologies.

 We also believe that developing human resources is crucial, as they are the
foundation for the efforts described above. Therefore, we are actively promoting
such initiatives as strategic seconding outside the Group, with a focus on leveraging
the knowledge/skills of employees after they return.

 Please turn to the next slide.



 We believe that mobility as a service (MaaS) will play a major role in the
establishment of sustainable mobility services.

 The Group’s MaaS initiatives started in Kitakyushu in May 2019, and have been
expanding in each region of Kyushu. Going forward, we will continue to strengthen
cooperation with other transportation companies, local tourism associations, local
governments, tourist facilities, and other businesses with the aim of further
expanding and enhancing our efforts in each region of Kyushu.

 Please turn to the next slide.



 We have also implemented structural reforms in the hotel business, such promoting
multi-tasking and bringing operations that had been previously outsourced in-house.
As a result of these reforms, we achieved break-even in the third quarter.

 With the re-spread of COVID-19, the current situation remains severe. However, we
intend to continue with through cost reduction efforts while making a certain level of
growth investments with our eyes focused on the post COVID-19 period.

 Please turn to the next slide.



 I will discuss advancing sustainable city-building initiatives that utilize a private REIT.

 In March 2022 we plan to sell Company-owned rental apartment properties and
office properties in Kyushu and other regions to a private REIT that was established
in December 2021. We anticipate sales revenue of ¥20 billion.

 We will promote a cyclical investment model that involves looking at the market
conditions of each asset type, then promoting property sales, then reinvesting sales
revenue and fee income mainly into Kyushu.

 Please turn to the next slide.



 Finally, I will explain the strengthening of our business portfolio.

 One important issue for the Group is strengthening its resistance to volatility caused
by pandemics or other reasons by establishing a portfolio that does not depend
excessively on the flow of people to stations.

 B-to-B businesses maintained solid results even during COVID-19 pandemic. For
example, Caterpillar Kyushu, which was made a subsidiary in October 2017, has
been performing well, thanks to its high level of brand strength and its sustainable
and strong business model combined with the Group’s strengths, which include the
Group’s sales network and the dispatch of its abundant management resources.

 Based on this example, we will considering entry into businesses that do not depend
on the flow of people and have high growth potential while considering business
characteristics, market growth potential, and synergies with the Group.

 This concludes my presentation. Thank you for your attention.




